Nadine DeFranoux Fine Art Photography
2008 Shows and Events
To stay informed of upcoming shows and events sign my mailing list by clicking here and
simply write 'subscribe' in the subject field. You can unsucribe automatically at any time
by sending an email with 'unsubscribe' as the subject header.
(Scroll to the end to print the table)

Upcoming Shows
None at the moment

Past Shows
2007
Portfolio Review

- February Group Show
Hayward PhotoCentral
The theme of my portfolio is 'Landscape of Antarctica'. The works presented represent an internal
journey that each artist has experienced, and each individual’s interpretation of 'the transparency of
the craft'.
Though my travel to Antarctica was a few years ago, this is my first attempt to present the work I
completed there in a fashionable and coherent manner. I've chosen 4 images to display in the Gallery
in an 11”x14” format. These images are part of a set of 15 images, presented together in the
portfolio. The images in the portfolio are in a smaller format, thus they invite the viewer to come
closer, and lead along an intimate travel experience in a far away land of ice, so immense and yet so
fragile.

San Francisco Open Studio

- Weekend 2 Saturday October 13th, 11AM-6PM
Sunday October 14th, 11AM-4PM
After participating in several group shows, I've decided to take the plunge and do 'an open studio' though the show will not be held at my studio. I'll be showing some of my pictures of Antarctica and
Tibet as well as images taken closer to home.
Comment: THANK YOU for stopping by and making my frist open studio a pleasing and
rewarding experience. I was able to contribute over $100 to F.S.Key School to support their library
and aftershool program!

435 Broadway Studio (San Francisco, CA)
Saturday October 20th, 7PM-2AM

A display of selected images from the series "Landscape of Antarctica".

http://www.nanouxphotos.com

